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"Certainly I do," he heard Mr. Cumber reply. "Not long,
you know; but I do. I wouldn't feel comfortable, I wouldn't
have the proper grip of my day's work; I wouldn't	"
"Oh, always!'' he heard Mrs. Wye exclaim. "I never do,
but I never interfere with his doing what he likes. He kneels
down—I don't believe many men still do that."
"Does he kneel by his bed or by a chair?'* he heard Uryen
inquire.
Dud got a pang of uncomfortable sympathy, like a distressing
blush, on behalf of the botanist who said his prayers. He got
such a clear vision of that round head, bowed down in silence
above a striped suit of pyjamas, while Sissie fussed round the
room with her fuzzy hair about her ears.
But the conversation soon turned to another topic—whether
it was possible for sounds and smells to leave ghosts of themselves
behind; and our friend heard Uryen speak of an unearthly
smell—a smell completely different from ordinary ones—that
he had long recognized as coming at certain particular seasons
from Maiden Castle.
"I think," he heard Uryen say, "they must have burnt some
special kind of wood there in old days. It isn't the smell of
burning flesh; for I've smelt that smell more than once, and this
is quite different."
From ghost-smells the talk naturally drifted to the Glymes
ghost-wind. About this, however, Uryen, for some unknown
reason, was extremely reserved, and it was left to Thuella and
Sissie to do most of the talking. Wizzie too joined in, and the
three young women's voices rose high and excited above the rest.
Our friend had taken a strong dislike to Sissie, and it gave
him an extremely unpleasant feeling to see Wizzie and Thuella
"reduce themselves to her silly level." The high spirits these
two were in began to offend some deep instinct in him. Indeed,
as he watched them across the table it seemed as if their separate
identities—those identities that in their isolation meant so much
to him—were actually melting together, fusing themselves in
the common anonymity of "girls enjoying a party," and losing
in this fusion all the mysterious and provocative qualities that
were so essential to him.
As he watched their shining eyes and their enjoyment of each
other and of the occasion it came over him that he was the
victim and they were the aggressors!
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